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Abstract

Recently a novel approach to the problem of multi-turn
extraction was proposed. It consists of splitting the beam
by adiabatic capture inside stable islands created in the
transverse phase space by sextupoles and octupoles. Nu-
merical simulations indicate that such a technique should
be feasible and potentially superior to the method presently
used at the CERN Proton Synchrotron. During 2002, in-
tense efforts were devoted to the experimental verification
of this newly proposed extraction mode. Finally, beam cap-
ture into the islands was observed. In this paper, the ex-
traction principle is briefly reviewed and the experimental
results are presented and discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION

With the approval of the CERN Neutrino to Gran Sasso
Project [1], efforts were devoted to the feasibility study of
an intensity upgrade of the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) complex [2]. A delicate
point in the present scheme for the beam generation is the
multi-turn extraction from PS to SPS, the so-called Contin-
uous Transfer (CT) [3]. Due to the difference in circum-
ference,CSPS = 11CPS, and given the constraint of min-
imising the SPS filling time, the beam is extracted from the
PS over five turns in two consecutive cycles. This is ob-
tained by means of an electrostatic septum, used to slice the
beam, and a proper choice of the horizontal tune (6.25) (see
Refs. [3, 4] for more details). The main drawbacks of this
technique are the intrinsic losses on the electrostatic sep-
tum and the poor betatron matching of the five slices [4],
which in turn might transfer into injection losses into the
SPS.
Recently, an alternative method was proposed, where the
beam is split in the transverse phase space by means of
adiabatic capture inside stable islands [5, 6] (see Fig. 1 for
typical simulation results). The new technique would allow
overcoming the bottlenecks of the present extraction mode.
Not only, beam losses are reduced to almost zero, but also
the phase space matching is highly improved (see Ref. [4]
for a comparative analysis of the two approaches).
Following the positive results of the numerical simulations,
further simulation studies were carried out to get more in-
sight in the capture process [7], as well as experimental
measurements to asses the feasibility of this new extraction
mode.

MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

Machine and Instrumentation Modifications

To generate the stable islands used to capture the beam,
nonlinear elements, such as sextupoles and octupoles, are
needed. To this aim two sextupoles were installed in the
ring, as well as two octupoles: elements of the same type
are connected in series to provide the necessary strength
and each pair is powered independently.

Beam distribution after 20000 turns (42 ms)
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Figure 1: Results of the numerical simulations for the adi-
abatic capture inside stable islands (left: final pahse space
distribution, right: projected beam distribution onto hori-
zontal axis).

Two types of measurements are needed, namely phase
space measurement and beam profile measurement during
the various stages of the beam capture. The first one re-
quires a multi-turn measurement of the beam position using
two beam position monitors90◦ apart in phase space [8]. A
new acquisition system, based on a fast digitiser, was devel-
oped [9, 10]. The beam profile measurement was obtained
with a flying wire scanner device [11] currently available
in the PS ring. A schematic layout of the PS ring including
the newly installed elements as well as other key devices
for the adiabatic beam capture tests described in this paper
is shown in Fig. 2.

Phase Space Measurement

The new extraction mode requires a precise control of
the islands’ position and size. Hence, a good knowledge of
the phase space structure is of uttermost importance.
The technique used is the standard one, i.e. the beam tra-
jectory is perturbed by means of a kicker magnet (notably
the one normally used to fast extract the beam) and beta-
tron oscillations are observed on two pickups90◦ apart.
To overcome some difficulties due to the islands’ phase
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Figure 2: Layout of the PS machine including the key ele-
ments for the test of adiabatic capture. Other elements (not
shown here) are involved in the final stage of the five-turn
extraction.

at the kicker location, two kicks separated by three turns,
which is the minimum delay due to hardware limitations,
were used, thus allowing to scan along the diagonal in
phase space. During the measurements the special sex-
tupoles and octupoles were set to their computed values,
i.e. K2 = 1.04 m−2 and K3 = 127.95 m−3, where
Ki = L/(B0 ρ) ∂iBy/∂xi are the sextupolar and octupo-
lar integrated gradients. These measurements are strongly
affected by beam de-coherence. In fact, as the beam po-
sition monitors measure the centre of gravity of the beam
charge distribution, the detected signal fades out after some
turns. Special care was taken to minimise such an ef-
fect. In particular, a low-intensity (about6×1011 protons),
single-bunch beam was chosen to have small emittances,
defined asε∗h/v = β γ σ2

h,v/βh,v, namelyε∗h ≈ 2 µm,

ε∗v ≈ 1.5 µm and∆p/p ≈ 1.5×10−3. This choice allows
scanning better the phase space structures, also avoiding
filamentation in the transverse plane, and hence signal de-
coherence. Furthermore, due to the plain FOFDOD struc-
ture of the PS lattice, no location with zero dispersion ex-
ists, implying that the dedicated sextupoles and octupoles
have a strong chromatic effect, leading to a measured value
of ξh = Q′

h/Qh ≈ 1.7 andξv ≈ 0.6. After a careful tun-
ing, the chromaticity was reduced toξh ≈ 0.1 andξv ≈ 0.9
(see Ref. [12] for more details on this point). Also, the rf-
voltage was decreased to reduce∆p/p to about0.4×10−3.
The main results of the phase space measurement campaign
are shown in Fig. 3. The various plots refer to different
kick amplitudes. In the first portrait, regular motion rep-
resented by circular phase space trajectories is visible and
signal de-coherence is also apparent. As the the kick am-
plitude is further increased, fourth-fold symmetrical trajec-
tories appear: the beam is kicked inside the stable islands
of the fourth-order resonance. A rather strong signal de-
coherence is revealed by the curly-shaped beam trajectory,
spiralling towards the origin. In principle, particles inside
the islands should generate a coherent, albeit small, signal
lasting over a long period. The strong de-coherence can be
explained by assuming that time-dependent effects make
the islands moving in phase space. This is the case when
tune ripple is present or when considerable coupling be-
tween longitudinal and transverse degrees-of-freedom in-

duce tune modulation via chromaticity. In fact, it turned
out that the improvement of the quadrupoles power sup-
plies made it possible to cure completely the problem.
Finally, it is worthwhile pointing out that the results shown
in Fig. 3 are in reasonable agreement with the model of the
PS machine and with the phase space topology assumed in
the numerical simulations [5, 6].
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Figure 3: Horizontal normalised phase space measured
with the multi-turn system (about1.5 × 103 turns are plot-
ted).

Adiabatic Capture

After having verified that the main ingredients, namely
stable islands, were present in the phase space for the nomi-
nal parameters used in numerical simulations, the first tests
of adiabatic capture were undertaken. To this aim, the hor-
izontal tune was swept through the fourth-order resonance
to induce and observe the trapping phenomenon. The hori-
zontal emittance was increased (ε∗h ≈ 12 µm) to simulate
a high-intensity beam, the other beam parameters being un-
changed. The experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 4,
where the horizontal tune, the strength of the nonlinear el-
ements, and the beam intensity are plotted as a function of
time. When the strength of the nonlinear elements levels
out, the beam momentum is 14 GeV/c and the magnetic
field is constant: the power supplies are rather slow, impos-
ing to start ramping during acceleration. The initial value
of the tune is chosen near the fourth-order resonance, then a
linear change is applied, during which the capture of beam
particles inside islands occurs. The final value of the tune
is varied for different beam profile measurements to change
the islands’ separation. As far as the beam intensity is con-
cerned, some minor losses are visible during the ramping
of the nonlinear elements, while during the actual trapping
no sign of losses is visible.
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Figure 4: Experimental conditions during the tests for adi-
abatic capture inside stable islands.

The main results are shown in Fig. 5, where the beam
profile measured by the flying wire scanner is shown for
different values of the final tune.
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Figure 5: Horizontal beam profile measured by a flying
wire scanner, for different final values of the tune. The
first profile represents the initial beam distribution, when
no capture occurs. The choice of the gain, optimised for the
subsequent stages of adiabatic capture, explains the signal
saturation.

The first profile is the reference picture: the tune is
changed, but as the nonlinear elements are switched off no
effect on the beam distribution is visible. The other pictures
differ by the value of the final tune: the nonlinear elements
are switched on and three additional peaks are clearly vis-
ible, whose separation increases as the tune is varied. One
should keep in mind that, although the beam is split in five
beamlets [5, 6], the wire scanner measures the projection
onto the x-axis (see also Fig. 1), therefore, the central peak
is higher than the others as it represents the superposition
of three beamlets.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The first tests of adiabatic beam trapping inside stable is-
lands proved that the capture process, already observed in
numerical simulations, occurs also in real machines. Beam
splitting in five beamlets was detected and their separation
measured as a function of the final value of the horizontal
tune. Further tests are planned to study the dependence of
the beam parameters on the speed of the tune variation (adi-
abaticity), and on sextupole and octupole strengths. Then
it will be crucial testing this novel approach using higher-
intensity bunches as well as multi-bunch beams. Of course,
actual five-turn extraction will be also tested during the
2003 experimental campaign.
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